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ZYLOWARE ANNOUNCES THE APRIL 2019 LAUNCHES OF SOPHIA LOREN,
STETSON, STETSON OFF ROAD, RANDY JACKSON, RANDY JACKSON
LIMITED EDITION, GLORIA BY GLORIA VANDERBILT, LEON MAX, SHAQUILLE
O’NEAL AND INVINCILITES
Port Chester, NY: Exciting new Zyloware Eyewear releases for Sophia Loren, Stetson, Stetson Off Road, Randy
Jackson, Randy Jackson Limited Edition, Gloria by Gloria Vanderbilt, Leon Max, Shaquille O’Neal and
Invincilites for April 2019.

Sophia Loren M298 is a well-rounded frame that exudes a mix of elegance and sophistication. This full rim
metal has a simple front paired with a sleek wrapping endpiece featuring a beveled design and crystal accents.
Burgundy (077) has a shiny gold base paired with burgundy fill on the recessed areas of the endpiece and
temple. Burgundy temples with gold pearl marble pull this look together. Tan (097) has a shiny tan base with
matte black in the recessed areas and black over ivory pearl temples. The M298 features spring hinges and snapin nosepads for a comfortable fit. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Burgundy (077) • Tan (097)
53-17-135
Full rim; Metal frame; Modified round shape; Wrapping metal endpiece with beveled
design and crystal décor; Zyl temple tips; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads;
Accommodates progressives

Sophia Loren M299 is a semi-rimless metal in a flattering oval silhouette oozing with personality. Available in
Gold (057), Mocha (141) and Violet, each hue is sure to get you noticed in the best way. The SL M299 boasts a
metal temple in an open chain-link design with a beautiful domed epoxy overlay and crystal accents. Available
in available in Luxury Fit sizing, this size solution provides added headspace and an extended endpiece. Spring
hinges allow for easy adjustments while snap-in nosepads keep the M299 in place all day long. Accommodates
progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:

Gold (057) • Mocha (141) • Violet (309)
54-18-135

Special Features:

Semi-rimless; Metal frame; Luxury Fit sizing; Modified oval shape; Open chain-link
design on temple with domed epoxy overlay and crystal décor; Spring hinges; Snap-in
nosepads; Accommodates progressives

The traditional Stetson 341 is a full rim metal frame in a classic rectangular shape. A wide fit bridge gives
men with larger facial features extra room so the frame can sit perfectly on the nose. A wrapping
endpiece with epoxy fill and thin metal temples are offset by injected temple tips. This frame was made
for comfort for the traditional, mature male with spring hinges and snap-in silicone nosepads.
Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021)
54-21-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Wide fit bridge; Metal temples; Injected
temple tips; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Stetson 357 is an updated take on the classic navigator styling. A full rim metal that boasts a wide fit, this
handsome frame has a metal top bar on the front with metal temples featuring ribbed detailing where the
endpiece meets. Gold (057) has a combination of shiny and matte gold throughout with brown temple tips.
Gunmetal (058) continues the shiny and matte combination in a dark shade of gunmetal and black temple tips.
Spring hinges and snap-in nosepads offer the ultimate comfort. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Gold (057) • Gunmetal (058)
58-21-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Navigator shape; Metal top bar; Wide fit; Metal temples; Spring
hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Stetson 363 is a stylish, slim fitting frame crafted from high quality acetate. This full rim look has a classic
rectangle shape and thin metal temples for a sturdy feel. Offered in two colors, Black (021) features a black over
crystal front while Grey (100) is a solid dark grey crystal. The ST 363 can accommodate progressives for added
convenience.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Grey (100)
55-16-145
Full rim; Rectangle shape; Slim fit; Metal temples; Accommodates progressives

Traditional styling at its finest – Stetson Off Road 5074 is a handsome full rim metal in a classic rectangle shape.
Black (021) has a matte finish while Tan (097) has a shiny coating throughout. Both colors feature a masculine,
raised design on the endpiece in shiny gunmetal. The OR 5074 has spring hinges and snap-in nosepads for a
comfortable fit all day long. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Tan (097)
52-17-140
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Metal temple with raised design; Off Road
logo inside left temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates
progressives

A modern frame for the modern man, Stetson Off Road 5078 is a full rim frame crafted from TR-90
thermoplastic, bringing strength and durability to the forefront. Tough yet lightweight, this handsome
rectangular look boasts flexible stainless steel temples for added stability and long-lasting appeal. Black (021)
has a matte front and temple tip contrasted by a brushed dark gunmetal temple. Brown Fade (153) features a
dark brown to crystal gradient on the front with brushed tan metal temples. Offering a slim fit, the OR 5078
provides added convenience with the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Brown Fade (153)
54-17-140
Full rim; TR-90 thermoplastic frame; Rectangle shape; Saddle bridge; Flexible
stainless steel temples; Accommodates progressives

Randy Jackson 1096 is a handsome full rim metal with a modern twist. Crafted with a stainless-steel eye rim
and bridge, the rectangle silhouette features a sheet metal front on the top half in a different color than the
base. Retro and contemporary vibes collide in each of the three colors – Black (021), Black/Gold (235) and
Midnight (300). The RJ 1096 has sleek metal temples and zyl temple tips for an ultra-lightweight feel, while the
Randy Jackson logo plaque adds subtle branding. Comfort fit features include spring hinges, snap-in nosepads
and the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Shiny Black/Brown Gold (235) • Midnight (300)
53-19-140
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Sheet metal front; Metal temple; Randy
Jackson logo plaque on temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates
progressives

Randy Jackson 1098 is a handsome frame designed to meet the needs of the modern-day man. A semi-rimless
metal, the RJ 1098 features a flat metal top sheet on the front and a wrapping metal endpiece. A shiny metal
plaque with four horizontal cut-outs can be found on each zyl temple for a modern, industrial feel. Available in
Black (021) and Navy (300), this stylish frame is available in Extended Fit sizing provides the wearer with a
larger size and fit by incorporating a wider fitting bridge, longer temples and extra headspace. The Randy
Jackson logo can be found foil stamped inside the temple tip. Spring hinges allow for easy adjustments, while
snap-in nosepads provide a comfortable fit all day long. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Navy (300)
55-19-145
Semi-rimless; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Extended Fit sizing; Metal plaque on
temple with four cut-outs; Zyl temples; RJ logo in temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in
nosepads; Accommodates progressives

A stylish frame that exudes a strong personality, Randy Jackson 1100 is a full rim metal with a ton of appeal.
Black/Gold (235) has a shiny gold base with black sheet metal on the top half and a black metal top bar. Matte
Black (323) has a matte black exterior and gunmetal interior on both the front and temple. Both colors feature
metal temples with two metal accents for added interest. The RJ 1100 has spring hinges and snap-in nosepads
for a snug fit. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black/Gold (235) • Matte Black (323)
54-20-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Modified geometric navigator; Metal top bar; Two metal
accents on temple; RJ logo inside right temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads;
Accommodates progressives

A thick take on the classic wayfarer look, Randy Jackson 3051 is a full rim zyl with a ton of character. This
classic style comes in a handsome rectangle silhouette that is ideal for a verity of face shapes. Available in two
colors, Black (021) and Grey (100), the RJ 3051 features a metal temple with raised bars leading to an elongated
zyl temple tip. Men seeking a wider fit benefit from Extended Fit sizing, which offers added headspace and
longer temples. Spring hinges provide easy adjustments. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Grey (100)
55-18-145
Full rim; Rectangle shape; Extended Fit sizing; Metal/zyl combination temples with
two vertical bars; RJ logo in temple tip; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Randy Jackson LTD X142 is a bold, edgy frame for the guy who is looking to take his style to the next level.
This full rim metal is an on-trend modified oval shape with a wide fit. Three attention-grabbing colors give the
modern-day guy unlimited wardrobe options for every occasion. Black (021) has a black eye wire with a
contrasting top bar, bridge and temple in antique gold. Blue (163) has a navy eye wire with complimenting top
bar, bridge and temple in a satin tan finish. Black Gold (235) has a matte gold eye wire paired with matte black
for a refined, all black look. The Randy Jackson logo can be found inside the right temple. Comfort fit features
include spring hinges, snap-in nosepads and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Blue (163) • Black Gold (235)
54-17-140
Full rim; Metal frame; Modified oval shape; Double metal top bar; Metal temples;
Wide fit; RJ logo in temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates
progressives

Retro meets modern in the on-trend styling of Randy Jackson LTD X145. This full rim zyl incorporates an oval
silhouette for a refreshing look that is anything but average. Three distinct color options provide endless
wardrobe choices – Red (162) has a tortoise zyl pattern with a deep red hue thought-out. Crystal (190) has a
translucent front and temple apart from tortoise on the bridge and sides of the front. Green (301) has a forest
green front with tortoise accents on the bridge and sides of the front, as well as on the temples. All three colors
have the Randy Jackson logo inside the right temple tip for iconic branding. Comfort features include spring
hinges and the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Red (162) • Crystal (190) • Green (301)
49-23-145
Full rim; Oval shape; Tortoise accents on bridge and sides; RJ logo in temple tip;
Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Dare to go bold in the stylish design of Randy Jackson LTD X146. This full rim metal boasts a geometric aviator
silhouette that effortlessly elevates any outfit. Available in two distinctive colors, Black (021) has a solid matte
exterior with a black satin endpiece and sheet metal bridge. The temples feature a black matte exterior and red
interior, with matte black temple décor. Navy (300) has a shiny exterior with tan interior which continues to
the endpiece, offset by a sheet metal bridge in matte navy. Shiny navy temples are contrasted by a tan temple
interior and tan temple décor. Both colors have the Randy Jackson logo inside the right temple tip. Comfort
features include spring hinges for easy adjustments, snap in nosepads for a secure fit and the ability to
accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Black (021) • Navy (300)
Sizes:
57-16-145
Special Features:
Full rim; Metal frame; Geometric aviator shape; Metal temples; Zyl temple tips; RJ
logo in temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Elegant and classy, Gloria by Gloria 4065 is a semi-rimless frame in a flattering rectangle shape. Burgundy (077)
is a warm, rich color with berry horn temples and an epoxy-filled accent in mauve. Tan (097) has a shiny front
and brown temple with pale pink stripes and transparent brown epoxy-filled detail. Both colors have spring
hinges for easy adjustments and snap-in nosepads for a comfortable fit that stays in place all day. Accommodates
progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Burgundy (077) • Tan (097)
52-17-135
Semi-rimless; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Epoxy filled detail on temple; Spring
hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Vibrant colors turn heads in the attractive styling of Gloria by Gloria Vanderbilt style 4066. This full rim plastic
is a rectangle silhouette that flatters a variety of face shapes while Petite Fit sizing provide a precise,
comfortable fit for women with smaller features. Both Blue (163) and Cherry (230) have a combination of dark
and light transparent plastic for two colorful looks that truly stand out. The GG 4066 incorporates spring hinges
for easy adjustments and the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Blue (163) • Cherry (230)
51-16-140
Full rim; Injected plastic; Petite Fit sizing; Rectangle shape; GV logo inside left temple
tip; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Leon Max 4070 perfectly captures the latest eyewear trend of the season – oversized silhouettes! A full rim
metal in a stylish square shape, LM 4070 offers a wide fit for an irresistible look to elevate any outfit. Black
(021) layers a black finish over shiny gold on the front with black and ivory marble temples. Taupe (202) has a
beige front layered over shiny gunmetal with beige and grey marble temples. Metal temples feature the Leon
Max globe logo for subtle designer branding. Comfort fit features include snap-in nosepads, spring hinges and
the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Taupe (202)
55-18-140
Full rim; Metal frame; Square shape; Wide fit; Metal temple; Metal temple with the
Leon Max globe logo; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Modern yet refined, Leon Max 4071 is a stylish frame that meets the needs of today’s woman. This semi-rimless
metal in an upswept cat-eye shape has a designed browline with pressed detailing that makes an immediate
statement. Black (021) has a shiny front with blonde tortoise temples. Gold (057) has a combination of shiny
and satin gold on the front with white marble pearl temples. Both colors feature the signature Leon Max globe
logo with epoxy overlay on the temple for subtle designer branding. The LM 4071 has spring hinges for easy
adjustments and snap-in nosepads. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Gold (057)
52-17-135
Semi-rimless; Metal frame with zyl temples; Cat-eye shape; Signature Leon Max
temple tip; Globe logo plaque décor on temples; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads;
Accommodates progressives

Leon Max 4072 is a bold cat eye frame handcrafted from premium acetate with laminated color on endpieces. A
full rim look with an upswept browline, the LM 4072 delivers modern styling in three distinctive colors. Black
(021) has a mostly solid front except for the top corners on each side in an abstract black and white design. This
abstract pattern is then continued again onto the temple. Both Brown (183) and Denim (246) have a crystal
front offset by marbled corners which repeats again on the zyl temples. All three colors have a shiny metal
arrow with the signature Leon Max globe logo on the temple. The LM 4072 has spring hinges for easy
adjustments and the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:

Black (021) • Brown (183) • Denim (246)

Sizes:
Special Features:

54-16-140
Full rim; Cat-eye shape; Epoxy globe décor on outside temples; Spring hinges;
Accommodates progressives

Leon Max 4073 is a versatile look that will never go out of style. A full rim, thin profile zyl, LM 4073 features
flattering square lenses that work beautifully on any face shines bold frame comes in three distinct colors to
effortlessly compliment any item in your wardrobe. Champagne (007) has a crystal front and a beige/ivory pearl
temple for a neutral look that pairs with anything and everything. Black (021) is a modern yet refined pick,
featuring a solid black front and grey confetti temples. Brown Multi (074) shakes thing up with a brown
confetti zyl throughout. All three colors have the Leon Max globe logo on the temple for a touch of subtle
designer branding. The LM 4073 has spring hinges for easy adjustments and the ability to accommodate
progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Champagne (007) • Black (021) • Brown Multi (074)
55-16-140
Full rim; Square shape; Wide fit; Leon Max globe logo on
temple; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Take a fashion tip from Shaq himself with the athleisure-inspired look of Shaquille O’Neal 148M. This semirimless metal is available in a handsome rectangle shape and two versatile colors. Black (021) has a shiny black
front with black and orange zyl temples. Tan (097) has a brushed tan finish on the front with complimenting
brown and tan temples. Extended Fit (Shaq-Sized) sizing offers the wearer additional headspace and longer
temples. The QD 148M has spring hinges for easy adjustments and snap-in nosepads for a comfortable fit all day
long. Accommodates progressives.

Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Tan (097)
57-19-150
Semi-rimless; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Extended Fit sizing; Basketball logo
inside right temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Challenge yourself to get ahead of the game with the sporty styling of Shaquille O’Neal 150M. This full rim
metal comes in a handsome rectangle shape with a lightweight design to keep up with an on-the-go lifestyle.
Available in two handsome colors, Black (021) and Gunmetal, both have a satin finish on the front with a
combination metal and injected rubber temple that provides a secure grip. Comfort fit features continue
with spring hinges for easy adjustments and snap-in nosepads. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:

Black (021) • Gunmetal (058)

Sizes:
Special Features:

57-16-150
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Metal and injected rubber combination
temple; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Shaquille O’Neal 152Z will take your eyewear game to a whole new level – this full rim zyl is a handsome
rectangular shape is available in two versatile colors with athleisure-inspired palettes and design elements. Both
feature a matte black front, yet Black Tortoise (303) combines black and tortoise zyl temples with red temple
tips for a bold pop of color. Black Grey (323) pairs blue, white and grey temples with grey temple tips. The QD
152Z features spring hinges for easy adjustments and the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black Tortoise (303) • Black Grey (326)
56-16-150
Full rim; Rectangle shape; Zyl temples and temple tips with a bold pop of color;
Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives
Shaquille O’Neal 154Z is a rectangular frame with striking features. Constructed with a zyl front, this full rim
style comes in two game-winning colors. Black (021) has a matte black and red front with gunmetal and matte
black temples featuring a dramatic cut-out that begins where the temple meets the endpiece. Navy (300) mixes
a combination of matte black, white and blue zyl on the front and gunmetal with matte navy zyl temples.
Spring hinges provide the wearer with the ability to make easy adjustments. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Navy (300)
54-16-145
Full rim; Rectangle shape; Metal and zyl temple with cut-out; Foil stamped
basketball logo inside temple tip; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

The Shaquille O’Neal 156M is a modern full-rimmed frame with a sophisticated twist. Crafted from highquality stainless steel and offered in a handsome rectangle shape, this athleisure-inspired look brings
performance and style for the guy who needs a frame to keep up with his on-the-go lifestyle. Matte Black (021)
has a black matte base with red epoxy on the temple, while Navy (300) has a metal navy base and black epoxy
fill. Both colors take comfort to the forefront with spring hinges for easy adjustments, snap-in nosepads for a
secure fit and the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Matte Black (021) • Navy (300)
56-17-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Flexible bowed stainless steel temples; Zyl
temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Style and performance collide in the on-trend look of Shaquille O’Neal 157M. This full rim metal boasts a
handsome rectangle shape to accentuate a variety of face shapes and styles. Offered in black (021) and Tan
(097), the QD 157M is a force to be reckoned with, featuring a metal endpiece and stacked zyl temple tips.
Extended Fit (Shaq-Sized) sizing offers the wearer additional headspace and longer temples. Comfort
features continue with spring hinges, snap-in nosepads and the ability to accommodate progressive
lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:

Black (021) • Tan (097)
58-16-150

Special Features:

Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Extended Fit sizing; Metal endpiece; Zyl
temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Invincilites Zeta 111 is a sleek frame that combines modern styling with a lightweight feel. This rimless
style comes in a flattering geometric shape and boasts a slim metal bridge to keep the focus on the
wearer’s face, not the eyewear. A lightweight metal temple features an exposed laser pattern on the
exterior. Comfort fit features include zyl temple tips and snap-in nosepads. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Rose (118)
52-16-140
Rimless; Rectangle shape; Metal bridge and temple; Compression plug mount
system; Exposed laser pattern on temple; Zyl temple tips; Snap-in nosepads;
Accommodates progressives

Lightweight construction and minimalist styling combine in the simple appeal of Invincilites style Zeta
112. Offered in Gold (057), this rimless frame features a thin metal bridge and lightweight metal temple
with a linear cut-out down the entire length. Zyl temple tips in a tortoise pattern provide added comfort for
the wearer, while snap-in nosepads offer a secure fit. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Gold (057)
56-18-145
Rimless; Rectangle shape; Metal bridge; Metal temple with cut-out; Compression
plug mount system; Zyl temple tips; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates
progressives

Download frame images here: https://spaces.hightail.com/space/ciq32H8eyi

For more information, retailers may contact Zyloware at 800-765-3700, via e-mail at
sales@zyloware.com, or online at www.zyloware.com.
About Zyloware: The We Are Zyloware campaign celebrates what makes Zyloware the success it is!
We are family, history, quality and customer satisfaction. We are composed of many unique individuals;
each with our own motivations and desires. But, as a part of the Zyloware team, we are one. We act
together; we share common values and goals. We are innovators. We are change makers.

